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Reflux: 7/3 1921

Prudent that clay was well used

Prussian before M. T

Parliamentary sessions resumed in

1921. Opened in Oct 30

Farina journaliste - 12/7 22

2 Frères - Popolo Italian - official organ

Popolo de Italo -

2] periodicals in all total -

1) Renew

question in 1922 was how are things-

2) April 2 or 3 times the refusal -

All a question of elegy - viewed divorce

as the Constantinople Creed in 1919.

Rumin question - Both his refusal of
collation to on appeal but superior
representation - and the part of the
eldest legal - and 2) ten enemies re-
tested to believe -

At the 1/2 12, many d'etat - Fascism

ceiled - it appeared - the 'shoulard'

audience the people - full flood in

the red - Paul refused the

red.
Emilio Bâllet - started at once 24 carrozzi carrièt - me found held a mockery in exercice, exercice
magnificent a part of problem - tied up in red cloth in Italy -
M. 'Press free, if it harm itself writing freedom' -

M. - 'Press free, if it harm itself writing freedom'

M. - 'Press free, if it harm itself writing freedom'

M. - 'Press free, if it harm itself writing freedom'
and not inclined to intrude too
in affairs to announce base treach-

Trial Sunday after M. The final-
in minute that Read not seen
published in by Sunday papers
in many parts of United -

Lulav - at challenged in labor
at Gruy in Parliament. He said:
Labor must not fear. 2. No von son
a number. - There will always be
a familie. - We shall not - a service
republican. - More than first - to di-
stroy between parades. 2 unproduc-
the bourse. - Both bow. 1 labor
are doomed to dissatisfaction of their
exploit special firm. From red.

[...]

Liberty of press not a civil - a
duty. -

Them world steel - National
discipline shall my times be an-
empty form - that the law sill
not figure as a useless arm of her
sleight.

It is not my firm stand - al-
alater. There depression can
not meet me in a life -

Parliament - igual to and abdi-
cal -

Parties puppet the Nation
- - under named state - in all primary
- - election actual picture of nearly 2 a
- - expected state must be taking.
"synthecpt the 2 must note
dilimite note"

indrc asked from to record it
to suppress the deemed decision
due to him quickly serious

The facial guards engaged in time
of Roman Pontifical Guards

Religious bitter fundamentalists
depart with immense mules upon

depart from abroad college by